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Abstract: An Automated Vehicle Verification and monitoring System (AVV&MS) presents an IOT application for 

checking the validation of vehicle documents and their lost report status and maintaining a record of vehicle 

monitoring without stopping on roads. The verification officers of the Ministry of Road Transport & Highways 

(MORTH) generally, for verification of the documents, ask each vehicle to stop and carry out their verification 

manually which is a tedious process resulting in lower productivity for the verification officers. The AVV&MS 

automatically verify respective vehicle documents and their lost report status and provides the result. In case of 

any discrepancy, it undergoes for suspicion test and the officer issues an auto-generated memo for the 

respective offence. The faulty vehicles are not allowed to pass the checking booth without a memo, while the 

fair vehicle can pass without stopping the vehicle. This system is useful for authorities to perform verification & 

and monitoring more effectively and efficiently. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The present system is directed to automated verification of vehicle documents issued by governmental 

departments of motor vehicles and other authorities. In particular, the system provides an automated method 

for organizations that require vehicle wireless identity for quick verification of vehicle documents without 

stopping on roads and monitoring that vehicle. The MORTH, a branch of the Government of India, is an apex 

organization under the Central Government and is entrusted with the task of formulating and administering, in 

consultation with other Central Ministries/Departments, State Governments/ UT Administrations, organizations 

and individuals, policies for Road Transport, National Highways and Transport Research with a view to increasing 

the mobility and efficiency of the road transport system in the country. This ministry has two wings: the Road 

Wing and the Transport Wing. [1] 

 

1. ROADS WING: 

The road wing has the responsibilities regarding the development and maintenance of the National 

Highway, for the same it must perform planning, development, and maintenance of roads [1] 

2. TRANSPORT WING:  

The transport wing has responsibilities regarding road transportation such as motor vehicle legislation, 

administration of the Motor Vehicles Act, taxation of vehicles, administration of the Road Transport 

Corporations Act, and evolution of road safety standards [1] 

As per the provisions of the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988 and rules made thereunder, the Motor Vehicle Department 

(MVD) has been set up in every state of India as per Section 213 of the Motor Vehicle Act 1988. Following are 

some functionalities assigned to every MVD. [2] 

1. To enforce the statutory provisions of Motor Vehicles, Act & Rules made there under. 

2. To collect the taxes & and fees as per the rules from the vehicles. 
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According to the above definition, there are some parameters framed out for the vehicle by MVD. It is mandatory 

for all vehicles to issue all these documents, such as 1) Registration Certificate (RC), 2) Insurance Certificate, 3) 

Permit Certificate, 4) Fitness Certificate, 5) Pollution Certificate, 6) Road Tax Certificate, 7) Professional Tax 

Certificate, etc. This document needs to be up to date and without any discrepancies. As per the defined 

responsibilities of the Transport Wing of MORTH and MVD, there are some rules and regulations are framed out 

to verify the vehicle. It is mandatory for all vehicles to issue all these certificates. If any one of the certificates is 

not issued or not renewed it is considered an offence. Based on these functions MORTH and MVD are divided 

into two departments for every district. [3-5] 

 

1. Regional Transport Office (RTO):  

The RTO has a responsibility to maintain the record of vehicles for its own region. In its presence, it 

performs manual documentation for the above-defined norms. The documents provided to the owner are 

in paper form/smart card, which are very difficult to handle for a long time and carried all-time in the 

vehicle by the user. There are no documents recorded to the RTO, provided by an external agency like PUC, 

Insurance, etc. 

 

2. Vehicle Verification & Monitoring Office (VV&MO):  

The department has a responsibility to verify the vehicle documents and monitor them. The VV&MO 

generally, for verification of the documents asks each vehicle to stop and carry out their verification 

manually which is a tedious process resulting in lower productivity of the verification officers. At present 

no system to verify the vehicle with the “Lost Vehicle Records” at the central level and message system as 

a reminder to issue/renew the documents. 

Currently using a paper document verification system, a smart card-based verification system, asking to stop 

each vehicle on the road that requires more time for manual verification nullifies the objective of rapid 

verification and causes a traffic jam on the road. There have been several technologies directed to vehicle 

verification systems, but none have been directed to verification without stopping vehicles to a rapid verification 

system. Such a system would be a great assistance in preventing identity theft and fraud. 

 

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE SYSTEM 

It is an objective of the present system to provide a system that provides the ability to rapidly obtain an 

indication of whether the identification indicia is valid or invalid and to monitor each movement vehicle on the 

road. It is a further objective of the present system to provide a short messaging service to the vehicle owner to 

remind them about the issue/renewal of vehicle documents before expiry and for any required communication. 

It is still a further objective of the present system to provide a system wherein the identity of a stolen vehicle 

can be verified. These and other objectives of the present system will become apparent from the detailed 

description which follows. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Referring to the summary of the system, the present system is now described in detail. The present system is 

broadly directed to a system for the automated verification & and monitoring of vehicles such as vehicle 

document validation, the status of lost vehicles and the status of the grace period. In particular, the present 

system is directed to a system and method for governmental organizations and entities that require rapid 

document verification & and monitoring of vehicles running on roads. The verification of all running vehicles on 

any road is not possible, because the current method asks to stop each vehicle for verification on the roads and 

must perform manual documents/smart card verification.  
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The manual verification required more time, hence to stop each vehicle on the road is not possible due to heavy 

traffic. The manual verification nullifies the aim of verifying & and monitoring every vehicle. 

In particular, the present system comprises three parts.  

1) “Regional Transport Office” (RTO),  

2) “Automated Vehicle Verification & Monitoring System” (AVV&MS),  

3) “Automated Vehicle Verification & Monitoring Office” (VV&MO) 

 

1) RTO: The RTO has a responsibility to maintain the record of vehicles for its own region. The web portal 

provides individual login to each RTO within the country. After successful login to the portal, on the RTO Home 

Page, five menus are available as shown in Figure 02 and in the detailed data flow of operations by the RTO 

department in Figure 03. 

1. New Registration 16:  

On the new purchase of the vehicle by the user, the local RTO register this vehicle. The first form with the 

name “Certificate of Registration (Form No. 01)” and the second form is named “Certificate of Registration 

(Form No. 02)”. Form No. 01 contains the total information of the vehicle Chassis Number, Color, weight, 

Fuel Type, CC, HP, Seating Capacity, Engine Number, Period of Validity, etc. and owner like Name, Address, 

Contact detail, etc. (Total 21 Fields). Form No. 02 contains the information of issue date, expiry date and 

amount paid off vehicle documents required for the different parameters like Road Tax Certificate, PUC, 

Permit Certificate, Insurance Certificate, Professional Tax Certificate, etc. (Total 06 Fields). For the next 

three operations, the RTO can only renew, transfer, or view the details of those vehicles registered under 

it or transferred to it. 

 

2. Renewal of Documents 17:  

It provides a modal to search the vehicle for passing its registration number. After passing the registration 

number Form No. 01/02 will be available for the renewal of documents. In case any document is renewed 

by an external agency like an Insurance Certificate, then that agency submits its details to its home RTO for 

the update.  

 

3. Transfer of Vehicle 18:  

It provides a modal to search the vehicle for passing its registration number and the RTO Code where the 

vehicle must transfer. After passing first it checks all the document expiry dates from the database, if any 

document is not valid it does not allow the transfer, otherwise, Form No. 01 is available for the update of 

new owner information. A new entry is created in the database with the new RTO code and information of 

the new vehicle owner. The entry of the last RTO blocks.  

 

4. View Documents 19: 

It provides a modal to search the vehicle by passing its registration number. After passing, Form No. 01 and 

Form No. 02 are available to view. 

 

5. Report of Lost 20: 

On the missing case of any vehicle, on the FIR by the vehicle owner, the RTO can set an alarm by passing 

the vehicle Registration Number. This complaint is considered during the automated verification & 

monitoring. 
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Figure 01: Proposed System Architecture 

 

 
Figure 02: Proposed System Webpages Flowchart 
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2) VV&MS: The department has a responsibility to verify the vehicle documents and monitor them. As shown in 

Figure 01, this part comprises three basic elements: Automated Vehicle Verification & Monitoring Web Portal 

(AVV&MWP) 04, Vehicle Wireless Identity Broadcaster (VWIDB) 07, and Vehicle Wireless Identity Transceiver 

(VWIDT) 06.  

The AVV&MWP 04 is a central web portal that provides login to all: 1) RTOs and 2) AVV&MOs. This web portal 

provides facilities to RTO, to create, maintain and store vehicle records on the central server and facilities to 

AAV&MO for automated verification & and monitoring of vehicles. This web portal has the capability to fetch 

and store the UID of vehicles transmitted by VWIDT to the database. 

The “VWIDB” 07 is a small computer device that broadcasts over the wavelength of Bluetooth 4.0 Smart. It is a 

32-bit ARM® Cortex M0 CPU accompanied by a 2.4 GHz radio using Bluetooth 4.0 Smart. The broadcasting 

advertising time is set to two seconds (2s) with the uniform broadcasting message. 

The “VWIDB” 07 is designed which work on an open Bluetooth 4.0 protocol ‘Eddy stone UID’ from Google, this 

device has the provision of connections to connect to an external power supply of the vehicle battery. In case of 

failure of the vehicle battery, it also contains an internal LI-PO Rechargeable Battery of 350mAh that makes the 

life of the device 3 years. It has a range of up to 70 meters (230 feet), but during testing, it resulted in, a range 

of 50 meters. 

The “VWIDT” 06 is a transceiver that is held on the road a kilometre from both sides of verification offices. The 

transceiver is designed by using a Raspberry Pi 3.0 with functionalities of Bluetooth 4.0 Smart and Wi-Fi. The 

“VWIDT” 06 is connected to the internet by using LAN/Wi-Fi. It performs continuous scanning of Bluetooth 

devices “VWIDB” running on the road. It does not require pairing, capable of directly fetching the broadcasted 

UID of all devices. The “VWIDT” transmits fetch UIDs to the central server in real time and cleans memory every 

30 seconds. It required 3V power provided by an external connection.  

 

3) AVV&MO: The “VV&MO” is verification booths on roads with facilities of Computer Machines containing 

internet connection, printer, mice, speakers, etc. The “VV&MO” module on the web portal contains basic four 

fields as shown in Figure 02 and in the detailed data flow of operations by the AVV&MO in Figure 04. 

1. Live Tracking 21: The field fetches UIDs from the database transmitted by VWIDT and verified detailing 

from the database. The field verifies the document expiry, status of the Lost Report and Grace Period. As 

per the result, it categorized respective vehicle registration numbers into two: 1) Valid Vehicles and 2) 

Invalid Vehicles.  The Green Monitoring Officer monitors the vehicles from a list of “Valid Vehicles”, and 

confirms their entry without stopping. The Red Monitoring Officer monitors and asks to stop each vehicle. 

It fined the vehicle by providing an automated generated memo for the concern offence. 

2. Search Manual 22: In case, the vehicle is not equipped with VWIDB or due to any technical problem VWIDB 

is not detected. The vehicle must move to the RED lane, where, an officer finds out details by passing its 

registration number. 

3. Analysis 23: The portal provides facilitates officers to generate booth analysis as per entered dates. The 

report contains a vehicle registration number, booth name, date, and time.  

4. Memo Detail 24: The portal provides facilitates officers to generate memo records as per entered dates. 

The report contains the vehicle registration number, memo title, fine amount, booth name, date, and time. 

IV. STRUCTURE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM 
As shown in figure 04, the initial part of this system is an entry of vehicles, the vehicles equipped with VWIDB 

enter the range of VWIDT during the running on roads 25. The VWIDB of each vehicle broadcasts its UID per two 

seconds. The VWIDT continuously scans for the Bluetooth frequency; if the frequency is recognized, it fetches 

UIDs and transmits to the central server 26.  
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Figure 03: Flow diagram for RTO Web Portal 

 

If any vehicle is not equipped with VWIDB or due to any technical problem, it is not recognized, the driver must 
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Figure 04: Flow diagram of Automated Vehicle Verification & Monitoring System 
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1) Documents are updated? OR 2) Fined in the Last three days? & Not On the list of Lost Vehicles? If the decision 

is true 29, the vehicle registration number is displayed in the list of “Valid Vehicles” of Live Tracking, While the 

decision is false 30, it displays the vehicle registration number in the list of “Invalid Vehicles” of Live Tracking. 

The same numbers are displayed on the display boards on roads, some distance from the booth. The driver 

observes his own vehicle registration number 35 If the vehicle registration number is displayed on GREEN Board 

33, the driver follows the GREEN Lane 36 but if the vehicle registration number is displayed on RED Board or not 

available on any board 34, the driver follows the RED Lane 37. The Green Monitoring Officer, validate the 

vehicles from the list of “Valid Vehicles,” and confirms their entry without stopping. The Red Monitoring Officer 

asks to stop each vehicle. It fines the vehicle by providing an automated generated memo for the concerned 

offences. If the vehicle number is not available, the officer can verify it by passing its registration number in 

Search Manual 22. After the payment against the fine, the vehicle can move 38. 

 

V. ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The present system has the following advantages over an existing paper document-based and smart card-based 

verification system. 

1. Benefits to the RTO:  

i) Function to prepare and maintain a computerized and online record of vehicles. ii) Function to prepare 

the list of vehicles as per the required parameters from time to time automatically. iii) Function to verify 

the record of the vehicle automatically at the time of the renovation or transfer of the vehicle. iv) Function 

to trace the information of any other RTOs registered vehicle and its owner. V) Function to share the report 

of a vehicle in case of theft to the other RTOs throughout the country. 

2. Benefits to the Vehicle Owner:  

i) No need to maintain the paper documents for a long time of 15-20 Years. ii) No need to always carry 

original paper documents along with the vehicle. iii) Easy to complete the procedure for the transfer of the 

vehicle to the other RTO. iv) Automated verification of the vehicle without paper documents to the 

verification authority. v) The short messaging service by RTO helps to remind for the issue/renewal of 

documents before expiry.   

3. Benefits to the Vehicle Verification Office:  

i) Offices can verify the documents of each vehicle automatically without stopping them on the road, which 

can fulfil the aim of rapid and all vehicle verification. ii) No need to verify the paper documents or number 

plate manually. iii) The centralized data facilitate cross-verification. iv) It is easy to identify the specific 

vehicle and capture its details in case of an accident, fraud, crime, robbery, etc. automatically by detecting 

its UID or by just passing the vehicle registration number. v) It is easy to identify the specific vehicle and its 

owner details on roads. vi) The monitoring of vehicles maintains the records of vehicles passed through the 

AVV&MO. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

An Automated Vehicle Verification & Monitoring System (AVV&MS) presents an IOT application for checking the 

validation of vehicle documents and their lost report status and maintaining a record of vehicle monitoring 

without stopping on roads. The verification officers of the Ministry of Road Transport & Highways (MORTH) 

generally, for verification of the documents, ask each vehicle to stop and carry out their verification manually 

which is a tedious process resulting in lower productivity for the verification officers. The AVV&MS automatically 

verify respective vehicle documents and their lost report status and provides the result. In case of any 

discrepancy, it undergoes for suspicion test and the officer issues auto auto-generated memo for the respective 

offence.  
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The faulty vehicles are not allowed to pass the checking booth without a memo, while the fair vehicle can pass 

without stopping the vehicle. This system is useful for authorities to perform verification & and monitoring more 

effectively and efficiently. 
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